
Secure a double hook in the vice. Tie in the mono for the flying rig as

described previously. Tie in lengths of  the silver wire, flat Pearl tinsel

and flat Silver tinsel. Form the body with the flat Silver. Overwrap it with

the Pearl tinsel and then rib with the wire. Coat the body with superglue

and a couple of coats of varnish. Tie in a White cock hackle by the tip.

double it at wind 3 turns. Tie in and whip finish.

Secure the single hook in the vice and attach the flying hook as de-

scribed previously. With the thread at the rear of the hook tie in lengths

of  the silver wire, flat Pearl tinsel and flat Silver tinsel. Take the thread

up to the head leaving 8mm for the throrax and wing. Form the body

with the flat Silver. Coat the body with superglue and then overwrap it

with the Pearl tinsel. Rib with the wire and trim of all the waste. Tie in a

length of GloBrite floss #4 and take the thread to the head. Wind the

floss up to here forming a bold thorax. Coat the whole body with

superglue and a couple of coats of varnish.

Prepare and tie in a bunch of White Bucktail that just reaches the back

of the flyer hook. Prepare and tie in a bunch of Chartreuse Arctic Fox

which is longer than the Bucktail, bind all down tight and trim off the

waste. Take a bunch of DNA and UV Angel Hair and tie in longer than

the Fox. Take a bunch of Olive Nayat and tie in the final length you want

the fly. Tie in 4 strands of Krystal Flash the same length. Trim off the

waste and bind in tightly. Tie in a pair of Jungle Cock eyes. Trim off the

waste and form a bold head with the white thread. Tie in a length of fine

Pearl fash. Coat the head with superglue and then wind the Pearl over.

Whip finish and then superglue and varnish.

Hook - Silver Flyer rig

Rear Hook - Silver and Pearl

           body and White hackle

Rib - Fine Silver Wire

Body - Flat Silver and Pearl

Thorax - GloBrite #4 floss

Wing - White Bucktail, Chartreuse Fox, Sky Blue DNA Holo Fusion,

UV Pearl Angel Hair, Olive Nayat and Black Peacock Krystal Flash

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Head - White with Pearl over
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